BMES Meeting Minutes
10/28/2009

**Deb and Amy**
Suggestions for Medline fillin
- Maybe Val’s dad or Tasha’s company
- Industry speaker from Marquette is not available
- Want to get an INDUSTRY speaker though

Reschedule Mayo
- Whenever we have a data for Spring, everything can be arranged again
- Try to do EARLY in semester before conflicts arise

**Tasha**
- Habitat – needs to get info out to participants
- Trick or Treat for Cans – BAD time (Saturday 5-8)
- Special Olympics bowl – get people signed up at General Meeting

**Mike**
- Make sure events get sign-up sheets at General Meetings!
- T-shirt design in progress, vote on color at next meeting

**Rob**
- Fall Ball had good turnout and a success
- Lazer tag – 17 signed up, but only Rob as a driver

**Val**
- Community days – failure, but we can improve
  - Do this by having interactive display that draws people to us
  - Maybe use blood pressure machine or EXPO stuff
- No pizza sale today because Gumby’s isn’t currently approved by UHS
  - Working with Gumby’s/Pizza Hut/UHS to get things straightened out

**Matt**
- Putting office hours for the week on the website by the blog

**Adam**
- New event in Minneapolis on Dec 9 that sounds very applicable to BME
- Kind of similar to national conference exhibits, will send link to officers
- Medtronic, Beckman Coulter, U of M all listed

**Andrew**
- Remodeling Wendt in the upcoming months/semester

**Ben**
- Princeton Review is officially a sponsor, we get $50 for every member taking a class
- Can be promoted at next General Meeting
- Possibly interested in sponsoring the Med School admissions general meeting

**Hallie**
- Lab of the Month – Nov 19 looks good for people, probably be about a 1 hr presentation
- Dept fairs on 11/12 and 11/16